
Central Auditory Processing Disorder     

  

What is it? Auditory Processing describes what happens when your brain 

recognizes and interprets the sounds around you.  Humans hear when energy 

that we recognize as sound travels through the ear and is changed into electrical 

information that can be interpreted by the brain.  The “disorder” part of 

auditory processing disorder means that something is adversely affecting the 

processing of interpretation of the information.  

 

Processing Basics:  

Children with auditory processing difficulty typically have normal hearing and 

intelligence.  However, they have also been observed to: 

- have trouble paying attention to and remembering oral information 

- have problems carrying out multi-step directions 

- have poor listening skills 

- need more time to process information 

- low academic performance 

- have behavior problems 

- have language difficulty (e.g. they confuse syllable sequences and 

have problems developing vocabulary and understanding language) 

- have difficulty with reading, comprehension, and spelling   
  

Here is a great example of processing where the message is not received by the 

listener as intended: 
  

"A grandmother was surprised by her 7-year old grandson one morning.  He 

had made her coffee.  She drank what was the worst cup of coffee in her life.  

When she got to the bottom, there were three of those little, green Army men in 

the cup.  She said, "Honey, what are the Army men doing in my coffee?"  Her 

grandson said, "Grandma, it says on the TV that the best part of waking up is 

soldiers (Folger's) in your cup!" 

 
  

 

 



The only way to determine if a child has CAPD is to have an audiological 

evaluation.  An audiologist will give tests that can determine the softest sounds 

and words a person can hear and other tests to see how well people can 

recognize sounds in words and sentences.  

 

Student Strategies to Use when Processing is of concern: 

1. Request additional time when needed 

2. Request cues, prompts, associative information 

3. Ask specific questions rather than generic ones 

4. Learn to state what you know, then the source of confusion 

5. Tape-record for repetition or permanent record of lecture 

6. Use rehearsing, paraphrasing, writing key words to keep processing on 

track 

7. Be an active learner, not a passive learner 

8. Be patient, take your time and don’t give up  

9. See out study buddies to check information 

 

Some great games to play that are related to Auditory Processing are: 

 

1. Battleship (active listening, visual patterning, integration) 

2. Blind Man’s Bluff (localizing, binaural interaction) 

3. Boggle (pattern recognition, integration) 

4. Card Games (Rummy) (pattern recognition, sequencing) 

5. Catch Phrase (integration, vocabulary development, output) 

6. Mad Gab (temporal patterning, metalinguistic skills) 

7. Name that Tune (interhemispheric transfer of function) 

8. Red Light Green Light (active listening, vigilance) 

9. Scattergories (vocabulary building, metalinguistic strategies) 

10. BLURT! (vocabulary building, output) 

11. Scrabble (integration, visual patterning, linguistic skills) 

12. Simon Says (active listening, vigilance) 

13. Telephone game (attention, active listening, discrimination) 

14. Taboo (vocabulary building, metalinguistic strategies) 

15. Rags to Riches (metalinguistic skills- idioms) 
 


